Waste Import Supplement Instructions
Introduction
This guidance document was prepared to assist in completing US Ecology’s Waste Import Supplement. The
Waste/Material Profile Form (WMPF) and its supplements provide the necessary information to safely and
compliantly manage our customer’s waste/material. Completing all documents thoroughly aids in expediting the
approval process. Current copies of the WMPF and supplements are available on US Ecology’s website
(www.usecology.com).
For specific waste/material acceptance questions and/or instructions for US Ecology facilities outside of the United
States, please contact our customer service team at 800-592-5489.

Foreign Generator Information
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Foreign Generator Information



This information should be representative of where the
waste/material originated.
This section should be completed to match section A, B, and E on
the WMPF.

Foreign Exporter Information
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Foreign Exporter Information




This information should be representative of the company
responsible for the export of the waste/material.
If the exporter information is the same as section A, check “Same
as Foreign Generator”.
If the exporter information is different, please complete section B
with the name, address, contact name, telephone and email.

EPA Consent Information
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EPA Notice ID
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EPA Consent Number
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Dates and Volume





Copy of Consent
Certification




If the consent letter has been issued by the USEPA, enter the EPA
Notice ID.
If this is not applicable due to the waste being non-hazardous,
please write “non-hazardous”.
If the consent letter has been issued at the time of submittal,
please indicate the EPA Consent ID.
If the consent letter has been issued at the time of submittal,
please indicate the effective date, expiration date, and approved
volume per the consent.
If the consent letter has been issued, please attach a copy at the
time of submittal.
Include name, signature, title, company and date confirming all
data is accurate.

Disclaimer
This information was prepared by US Ecology Corporation. It is not legal advice, and may not be current. USE is
not a law firm, nor does it provide legal advice on specific State and Federal regulatory interpretations. Therefore,
this information does not create, expressly or impliedly, an attorney-client relationship. This information is not a
substitute for legal advice from an attorney licensed in the reader’s state or country. US Ecology is not responsible
for actions taken or not taken as a result of this information, nor for any errors or omissions it may contain.
Hazardous waste regulations are lengthy and complex, and this guidance is not intended to define all hazardous
waste generator and disposal scenarios. For further guidance, please use the following link to access the Code of
Federal Regulations: http://www.ecfr.gov/cgi-bin/ECFR?page=browse
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